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Herbert Spencer 
1820-1903 

Herbert Spencer was born in Derby, England. Educated al home by his father, a 
schoolleacherofliberal ideas and a scientific bent, and later briefly by his uncle, Spencer 
was mainly self-educated, focusing his study on engineering and mathematics. Aban
doning plans to attend a university, he worked on and off for ten years as a railroad sur
veyor and engineer while pursuing his own reading and scientific experimentation. 
Spencer, a prolific writer, produced technical articles on mathematics and engineering 
and soon branched out lo essays on government and public life. As an editorial writer for 
the Economist from 1848 to 1852, he became friendly with such luminaries as G. H. 
Lewes, Thomas Huxley, and George Eliot (to whom for a time he consitlercd marriage). 
During this period, Spencer wrote his first book, the well-received Social Statics ( I 85 I) 
and the essay excerpted here, "The Philosophy of Style" ( 1852). A legacy from his uncle 
in r 853 freed him from the need to work, and he adopted the life of a private scholar and 
writer. Despite a collapse in 1855 that left him enervated and able to work only a few 
hours a day, Spencer produced an enonnous number of articles and books on govern
ment, economics, education, psychology (The Principles of Psychology of 1855, used 
by William James as a textbook al Harvard), music, biology and other sciences, and, 
most of all, sociology. The Study of Sociology ( 1873) was a great popular success and 
was published serially in Britain and the United States. Spencer's mastery of science, his 
philosophical orientation to evolution and its implications, and his ability to find those 
implications in a wide array of current issues made him well known and influential in 
many spheres. Indeed, during the last twenty-five years of his life, Spencer's popular 
reputation as a scientist nearly rivaled Darwin's. In the United Stales, Spencer's influ
ence on science education was quite strong, but he was also invoked in the schools as a 
champion of poetry and taste. 

Spencer's study of Jean�Baptiste Lamarck's theory of evolution in 1839 was a 
turning point: He quickly came to sec evolution as the key to all natuml and human 
systems. Regarded as a founder of the discipline of sociology, Spencer believed that 
the scientific study of society depended upon developing an understanding of nature 
and society in evolutionary tenns. It is Spencer (not Darwin) who coined the phmse 
survival of the jillest, and it is Spencer, too, who was probably the greatest promoter 
of social Darwinism, the idea that societic.� as well as species evolve toward greater 
organization and complexity. The main principle of evolution, for Spencer, is the 
change over time from homogeneity to heterogeneity-that is, to greater differentia
tion and individualization-in bi9logy particularly, but in all other systems as well, 
from physics to art. As systems evolve toward greater complexity, they also gain 
greater coherence. For example, as organisms evolve, their parts (limbs and organs) 
become more specialized. The whole organism is less able to survive losing such a 
part, and of course the part cannot survive on its own. Evolution in society, in 
Spencer's analogy, means greater specialization or individualization for each person. 
But here, too, the specialized individual contributes to and is dependent upon the 
larger-and now more complex-system. Thus, for Spencer, the developing func
tion of an element in a system coexists with it� increasing difference from the system. 
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In "The Philosophy of Style," Spencer applies these ideas to literature and com
position. His main theoretical tool is the principle of economy. This is not an en
tirely new idea, of course; it is a linear descendent of the idea of perspicuity so 
much emphasized by the critics and rhetoricians of the early eighteenth century. 
Spencer's analysis of efficiency, however, is indeed new. The words and sentences 
that convey information require the reader to expend energy, Spencer explains. But 
just like any vehicle of transmission, language can work efficiently or inefficiently. 
To the extent that it works inefficiently, language requires additional energy from 
the reader, energy that would otherwise be used to process the message. Thus ineffi
cient language "fatigues" the reader or otherwise saps the force of the message. As 
Fred Newton Scott puts it in his introduction to Spencer's essay, "The value of style 
is determined by a kind of ledger account in which so much mental energy is cred
ited to idea, so much debited to the bearer of the idea."• Scott argues, however, that 
this explanation of Spencer oversimplifies his ideas. After all, says Scott, what 
seems like economy may be mere miserliness and not really effective. To judge 
style as economical, according to Spencer's principles, requires an understanding of 
the organic whole to which it contributes. 

Scott's caution is well taken: The first part of Spencer's essay adheres to the sim
plistic view of efficiency, and even Scott condemns some of Spencer's points as ill
founded or even silly. For example, Spencer argues that the English phrase a black 

horse is more efficient than the French equivalent, 1111 cheval noir, because the 
placement of the noun cheval raises in the mind images of horses of many colors or 
possibly one of the wrong color. This then requires mental energy to repair when 
the noir appears. In English, black raises only a generalized idea that is easily ap, 
plied to horse thereafler. Scott points out th{lt ha�itual !JSe of one or another se
quence obviates any such mistakes as Spencer imagines and, besides, that general� 
ized concepts like "horse" don't have such particulars attached to them. In the latter 
sections of the essay, however, Spencer shows a sensitive attention to audience and 
context-precisely what seems to be missing in the earlier chapters-as he deals 
with efficiency in poetry and examines the functions of art. 

Spencer is not at all opposed to artful writing, to rhetorical nourish, or to poelry. 
He is at pains to claim that good poelry is good precisely because it follows the 
rules of economy in style. He is also modest about the usefulness of his rules. The 
great writer spontaneously knows how to use language well, says Spencer. Others 
less great may find the rules helpful for revising their efforts, but not for creating 
them. Despite Spencer's own Romantic individualism and love of poetry, his prin
ciple of economy in style gave renewed impetus to the form-content split and influ, 
enced the growing mechanistic view of composition, particularly in the United 
States. The period of Spencer's fame as a scientific sociologist and psychologist co
incides with the growth of the rhetorics of professional writing (and what would 
eventually be technical writing) in the industrial era. And, toward the end of the 
nineteenth century, the principle of efficiency would be applied lo composition 
teaching in general, emphasizing appeals to the psychological faculties, clarity and 
correctness, and the plain style. 

'Herbert Spencer, P/1ilo.wp/Jy of Style. ed. Fred N. Scott 11892), p. xix. 
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Our excerpl of "The Philosophy of Style" is from the 1892 edition, bouml as a book, wilh intro• 
duction and notes by Fred Newton Scoll. The essay il�elf was first published in Westmi,wer Re
l'iew, October 18:52. Spencer's major works (none of which concern rhetoric or language, ex• 
cept peripher.illy) include Social Suuics ( 185 I), which applies his ideas about evolution to the 
development of individualism and independence. Principles of P.�yclwlogy (1855) develops 
funher Spencer's analogy between biological, social, and psychological evolution. Spencer 
projected a systematic philosophy of evolution that extended 10 all hr.inches of science. From 
this project came First Principles ( 1862), Principles of Biology (2 vols., 1864-67), Pri11ciples 
of Sociology (3 vols., 1876-96), and Principles of Ethics (2 vols., 1892-93). E.rsays: Scie111ijic, 
Political, and Speculative (3 vols., I 891) provides a good sample of Spencer's views on evolu
tionary theory in science, politics, and philosophy. Sec also An A11wbiography ( 1904). 
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A brief introduction to Spencer's work and its significance is the Twuyne series' Herbert 
Spe11ar by James G. Kennedy ( 1978). Thocmmcs Prc.�s has issued facsimile editions of 
Spencer's major works as well a� Herbert Spe11 er: Colllemporary Asses.mre111s, ed. M. W. 
Taylor (1996), with essays by John Dewey, William James, T. H. Huxley, and others. Marie 
Secor, in "The Legacy of Nineteenth Century Style Theory" (Rhetoric Society Q1umerly 12 
(1982); 76-94), lmces perspicuity from Campbell lo Whately to Spencer and G. H. Lewes 
(who also attempted a scientific theory of style). Secor criticizes Spencer's mechanistic Ian• 
guage theory and contmsts the scientific view with the more literary one of De Quincey, J. H. 
Newman, and Walter Pater. A dry but helpful c.�say contextualizing Spencer is James Zappen's 
"Scientific Rhetoric in the Nineteenth am.I Early Twentieth Centuries: Hcrhen Spencer, 
Thoma.� H. Huxley, and John Dewey," in Te,tlllal Dy11amia of th,: Pmfes.sio11.1·, ed. Charles 
Bazerman and James Paradis (1991). E. D. Hirsch adopts and applies Spencer's theories al
most uncritically to his own theory of readability in The Philo.1·ophy of Cm1111ositio11 ( 1977). 
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From The Philosophy of Style 

PARTI 

CAUSES OF FORCE IN LANGUAGE 

WHICH DEPEND UPON ECONOMY 

OF THE MENTAL ENERGIES 

i. Tlte Pri11ciplc of Economy

1. Commenting on \he seeming incongruity be
tween his falher's argumentative powers and his
ignorance of formal logic, Tristram Shandy
says:-"It was a matter of just wonder with my
worthy tutor, and two or three fellows of that
learned society, that a man who knew not so
much as the names of his tools, should be able to
work after that fashion with them." Sterne's in-

Edited by Fred Newlon Scoll. 
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tended implication that a knowledge of the prin• 
ciples of reasoning neither makes, nor is essential 
to, a good rea.'ioner, is doubtless true. Thus, 100, 
is it with grammar. As Dr. Latham, condemning 
the usual school-drill in Lindley Murray, rightly 
remarks: - "Gross vulgarity is a fault to be pre
vented; but the proper prevention is 10 be got 
from habit-not rules." Similarly, there can be 
little question that good composition is far less 
dependent upon acquaintance with its laws, than 
upon practice and natural aptitude. A clear head, 
a quick imagination, and a sensitive car, will go 
far towards making all rhetorical precepts need
less. He who daily hears and reads well-framed 
sentences, will naturally more or less tend to use 
similar ones. And where there exists any mental 
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idiosyncrasy - where there is a deficient verbal 
memory, or an inadequate sense of logical depen
dence, or but l i ttle perception of order, or a lack 
of constructive ingenuity; no amount of instruc
tion wil l  remedy the defect. Nevertheless, some

practical result may be expected from a famil iar
i ty with the principles of style. The endeavour to 
conform to laws may tel l ,  though slowly. And if  
in  no other way, yet, as faci l i tating revision, a 
knowledge of the thing to be achieved - a clear 
idea of what consti tutes a beauty, and what a 
blemish- cannot fail to be of serv ice . 

2. No general theory of expression seems yet
to have been enunciated . '  The maxims contained 
in works on composition and rhetoric, are pre
sented in an unorganized form. Standing as iso� 

,f lated dogmas - as empirical genemlizations, 
they are neither so clearly apprehended, nor so 
much respected, as they would be were they de
duced from some simple fi rst principle. We are 
told that "brevity is the soul of wit." We hear 
styles condemned as verbose or involved. Blair 
says that every needless part of a sentence "inter
rupts the descript ion and clogs the image;" and 
again, that "long sentences fatigue the reader' s 
attent ion."� It is remarked by Lord Kaimes, thal 
"to give the utmost force lo a period, it ought, i f  
possible, to be closed with that word which 
makes the greatest figure.".l That parentheses 
should be avoided and that Saxon words should 
be used in preference to those of Latin origin, are 
established precepts . But, however influential the 
truths thus dogmatically embodied, they would 
be much more influential if  reduced to something 
l ike scientific ordination. In this, as in  other 
cases, conviction wil l  be greatly strengthened 
when we understand the why. And we may be 
sure that a comprehension of the general prin
c iple from which the rules of composition result, 
will not only bring them home to us with greater 
force, but will discover to us other rules of like 
origin. , \  . h L bu, 

l, ... l c.,,-'j' .... s l...--<.A J"', ('No 1/v. �  

'That is, in works purporting to be rhetorics. Gener.ii ll1e• 
orics or litcmry c,-;pn:ssion hud been put forth by Goel11c, 
Sthiller, Schlegel, Schopenhauer, Hegel, Vischer, and many 
other writers on a:sthetics. [F.N.S,J 

•"'Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettrcs," Leet. ,-;i. 
(F.N.S , l 

'"Elements of Criticism," Chap. 1 8, § 2. [F.N.S.) 
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3. O n  seeking fo r  some clue to th e  law under
lying these current maxims, we may see shad
owed forth in many of them, the importance of 
economizing the reader's or hearer's attention . 
To so present ideas that they may be appre� 
hended with the least possible mental effort, is 
the desideratum towards which most of the rules 
above quoted point. When we condemn writing 
that is wordy, or confused, or intricate -when 
we praise this style as easy, and blame that as fa
tiguing, we consciously or unconsciously assume 
this desidemtum as our standard of judgment. 
Regarding language as an apparatus of symbols 
for the conveyance of thought,4 we may say that, 
as in a mechanical apparatus, the more simple 
and the better arranged its parts, the greater will 
be the effect produced. In either case, whatever 
force is absorbed by the machine is deducted 
from the result. A reader or listener has at each 
moment but a limited amount of mental power 
available. To recognize and interpret the symbols 
presented to him, requires part of this power; to 
arrange and combine the images suggested re
quires a further part; and only that part which re
mains can be used for realizing the thought con
veyed. Hence, the more time and attention it 
takes lo receive and understand each sentence, 
the less time and attention can be given to the 
contained idea; and the less v ividly will that idea 
be conceived. 

4. How truly language must be regarded as a
hindrance to thought, though the necessary in
strument of it ,  we shall clearly perceive on re
membering the comparative force with which 
simple ideas are communicated by signs.5 To 

4See the comment made by Mr. Wright, /11/ra. § , 3: "11te 
definite product language is more or less isolated from the 
agency using it, and viewed more in relation 10 the reader's 
than the writer' s mind." A brief criticism of the genernl prin• 
ciplc will be found in A. S. Hill's "Rhetoric," pp. 163, 1 64. 
[F.N.S.) 

TI1is ingenious pamdox rests upon an artificial �istinc• 
lion between language and other modes or expression. Lan. 
guagc itself is but u system or verbal signs. What Spencer 
suys is therefore vinually this: "Language is an inferior fonn 
or expression for ideas which un: more cusi ly expressed by 
other kinds of signs." Language in one sense is indeed a "hin• 
dmnce to the expression or thought," and properly so; ii 
forces vague and il l-defined thought back upon itself, com
pelling it to a.�sumc the organized Conn requisite to ordered 
verbal expression. (F.N.S.) u 
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J'iiLh�� say, "Leave the room," is less expressive than lo 
� t-\M.�...;c., point to the door. Placing a finger on the lips is 

more forcible than whispering, "Do not speak." 
A beck of the hand is better than, "Come here." 
No phrase can convey lhe idea of surprise so 
vividly as opening the eyes and raising the eye
brows., A shrug of the shoulders would lose much 
by translation into words. Again, it may be re
marked that when oral language is employed, lhe 
strongest effects6 arc produced by interjections, 
which condense entire sentences into syllables. 
And in other cases, where custom allows us to 
express thoughts by single words, as in Beware,
Heig/10, Fudge, much force would be -lost by ex
panding them into specific propositions. Hence, 
carrying out the metaphor that language is the ve
hicle of thought, there seems reason lo think that 
in all cases the friction and inertia of the vehicle 
deduct from its efficiency; and that in composi
tion, the chief, if not the sole thing to be done, is, 
to reduce this friction and inertia to the smallest 
possible amount. Let us then inquire whether 

1""111�1�-,_ 
economy of the recipient's attention is not these
cret of effect, alike in the right choice and collo
cation of words, in the best arrangement of 
clauses in a sentence, in the proper order of its 
principal and subordinate propositions, in the ju

. - """"' .•. dicious use of simile, metaphor, and other figures 
--., of speech, and even in the rhythmical sequence 
.:=:- of syllables. 

ii. Economy i,i tl,e Use of Words

5. The greater forcibleness of Saxon English, or
rather non-�atin English, first claims our atten
tion. The several special reasons assignable for
this may all be reduced to the general reason
e'conomy. The most important of them is early
association. A child's vocabulary is almost
wholly Saxon. He says,/ have, not/ possess-I
wish, not/ desire; he does not reflect, he thinks;
he does not beg for a11111se111e11t, but for play; he
c_alls' things nice or nasty, not pleasant or dis
agreeable. The synonyms which he learns in

''"Strongest effects" is vogue lo the lost degree. There 
muy be hundreds of strong effects of oil shades or complex
ity; very obviously not all of them can be produced by inter
jections. {F.N.S.] 
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after years, never become so closely, so organi
cally connected with the ideas signified, as do 
these original words used in childhood; and 
hence the association remains less strong. But in 
what does a strong association between a word 
and an idea differ from a weak one? Simply in 
the greater case and rapidity of the suggestive ac
tion. It can be in nothing else. Both of two words, 
if they be strictly synonymous, eventually call up 
the same image. The expression-It is acid,
must in the end give rise to the same thought 
as- It is sour; but because the tenn acid was 
learnt later in life, and has not been so often fol
lowed by the thought symbolized, it does not so 
readily arouse that thought as the tenn so11r. If 
we remember how slowly and with what labour 
the appropriate ideas follow unfamiliar words in 
another language, and how increasing familiarity 
with such words brings greater mpidity and ease 
of comprehension; and if we consider that the 
same process must have gone on with the words 
of our mother tongue from childhood upwards, 
we shall clearly see that the earliest learnt and of
tenest used words, will, other things equal, call 
up images with less loss of time and energy than 
their later learnt synonyms. 

6. The further superiority possessed by Saxon
English in its comparative brevity, obviously 
comes under the same generalization. If it be an 
advantage to express an idea in the smallest num
ber of words, then will it be an advantage to ex
press it in the smallest number of syllables. If cir
cuitous phrases and needless expletives distract 
the attention and diminish the strength of the im
pression produced, then do surplus articulations 
do so. A certain effort, though commonly an in
appreciable one, must be required to recognize 
every vowel and consonant. If, as all know, it is 
tiresome to listen to an indistinct speaker, or read 
a badly-written manuscript; and if, as we cannot 
doubt, the fatigue is a cumulative result of the at
tention neeqed to catch successive syllables; it 
follows that attention is in such cases absorbed 
by each syllable. And if this be true when the syl
lables are difficult of recognition, it will also be 
true, though in a less degree, when the recogni
tion of them is easy. Hence, the shortness of 
Saxon words becomes a reason for their greater 
force. One qualification, however, must not be 
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overlooked. A word which in itself embodies the 
most important part of the idea to be conveyed, 
especially when that idea is an emotional one, 
may often with advantage be a polysyllabic 
word. Thus it seems more forcible 10 say, " I t  i s  
magnificem, " than "It  is grand. " The word vast 
is not so powerful a one as stupendous. Cal ling a 
th ing nasty is not so effective as calling it dis
gmting. 

7. There seem to be several causes for this ex
ceptional superiority of certain long words. We 
may ascribe it partly to the fact that a volumi
nous, mouth-fi l ling epithet is, by i ts very size, 
suggestive of largeness or strength; witness the 
immense pomposity of sesquipedalfan verbiage: 
and when great power or intensity has to be sug
gested, th is  association of ideas aids the effect. A 
further cause may be that a word of sever.ii syl
lables admits of more emphatic articulation; and 
as emphatic articulation is a sign of emotfon, the 
unusual impressi veness of the thing named is im• 
pl ied by it . Yet another cause is that a long word 
(of which the lauer syllables are generally in
ferred as soon as the first arc spoken) allows the 
hearer' s consciousness a longer time to dwel l 
upon the quality prcdicnted; and where, as in the 
above cases, i t  is to this predicated qual i ty that 
the entire attention is cal led, an advantage results 
from keeping it before the mind for an appre
ciable time. The reasons which we have given for 
preferring short words evidently do not hold 
here. So that to make our generalizat ion quite 
correct we must say, that while in certain sen
tences expressing strong feel ing, the word which 
more especial ly implies that feel ing may often 
with advantage be a many-syl labled or Latin one; 
in  the immense majority of cases, each word 
serving but as a step lO the idea embodied by the 
whole sentence, should, if possible. be a one-syl
labled or Saxon one. 

8 . Once more, that frequent cause of strength
in Saxon and other primitive words - their imita
tive character, may be similarly resolved into the 
more general cause. Both those directly imita
tive. as splash, bang, whiz. roar, &c., and those 
analogically imitative, as rough, smooth, keen, 
b/11111, thin, hard, crag, &c., have a greater or less 
l ikeness to the things symbol ized; and by making 
on the senses impressions al lied to the ideas to be 

called up, they save part of the effort needed to 
call up such ideas, and leave more attention for 
the ideas themselves. 
9. The economy of the recipient ' s  mental energy,
into which are thus resolvable the several causes
of the strength of Saxon English, may equally be
traced in the superiority of specific over generic
words. That concrete terms produce more vivid
impressions than abstr.tct ones, and should, when
possible, be used instead, is a thorough maxim of
composition. 1 As Dr. Campbell says," "The more
general the tenns are, the picture is the fai nter;
the more special they are, ' tis the brighter." We
should avoid such a senience as: - "In propor
tion as the manners. customs, and amusements of
a nation are cruel and barbarous, the regulations
of their penal code will be severe." And in place
of it we should write: - "In proportion as men
del ight in  battles, bull-fights, and combats of
gladiators, will they punish by hanging, burning,
and I.he rack. "9

t o . This superiority of specific expressions is 
clearly due to a saving of the effort required to 

'tfhc purpose of 1he writer and the needs of the reader 
musi, however, always be taken into account. If the author"s 
ideu is such as lo cull for ubstruct tenns, concrete expressions 
ure obviously out of pluce. Of lhe two examples that follow in 
the 1ext, ii muy be qucs1iom:d whether to the h:gal or scientific 
mind the first will not convey by far the sreuter satisfaction, 
(F,N.S . ) 

""Phi losophy of Rheloric," Bk. I l l . ,  Chap. 1 ,  § 1 ,  [F.N.S.J 
�or. Campbell ' s  illus1ration is more 10 the point ""Con

sider,' says our Lord, 'the lilies how they grow: they toil not, 
they spin not; and yet t say unto you, lhat Solomon in all his 
glory wa.� not arrayed l i ke one of these. I f, then, Got! so 
clothe the gr.iss which to-day is in the field und to-morrow is 
cast into the oven, how much more wi l l  he clothe you'/' Let 
us here adopt II linlc of the tasteless manner of modem par.i
phrusis, by lht! subs1 i101ion of more gencrJI tenns. one of 
their many expedients of infrigidating. und let us observe the 
effect produced by this change. 'Consider the flowers how 
they gr.idually increase in their size; they do no munnt!r of 
work, und yet I declare ,to you that no king whatcvt!r, in his 
most splendid habit is dressed up like them. f f, then. God in 
his providence doth su udom the vegetable productions which 
continue but a linlc time on the land, und are afterwards put 
into the lire, how much more will he provide clothing for 
you'/' How spiritless is the sume sentiment rendered by these 
small variutionsl The very puniculurizing of to-day am! lo• 
morrow is infinitely rnorc expressive of tr.msitoriness than 
any description wherein the terms are generJl that c11n be sub• 
st ituted in its room."-"Philosophy of Rhcloric," Bk. 111 ., 
Otap. 1 ,  § 1 .  (F.N.S.I  
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translate words into thoughts . As we do not think 
in generals but in  particulars -as, whenever any 
class of things is  referred to, we represent it to 
ourselves by call ing to mind individual members 
of it ;  it follows that when an abstract word is 
used, the hearer or reader has to choose from his 
stock of images, one or more, by which he may 
figure to himself the genus mentioned. In doing 
this, some delay must arise - some force be ex
pended; and if, by employing a specific term, an 
appropriate i mage can be at once suggested, an 
economy is achieved, and a more vivid impres� 
sion produced . '" 

iii. TIie Pri11ciplc of Econmny
Applied to Sc,itcnccs

1 1 . Turning now from the choice of words to 
their  sequence, we shall find the same general 
principle hold good. "  We have a priori reasons 
for believing that in  every sentence there is some 
one order of words more effective than any other; 
and that th is  order is the one which presents the 
elements of the proposition in the succession in 
which they may be most readily put  together. As 
in a narrative, the events should be stated in such 
sequence that the mind may not have to go back
wards and forwards in order to rightly connect 
them; as in a group of sentences, the arrangement 
should be such, that each of them may be under-

"'The psychology of this passage is not above su.�picion. 
The operation of the mind in thinking a class is di fferent from 
ils opcm1ion in thinking a particular of that cln.�s. In the laucr 
case the menial procedure consisls in bringing up a particular 
image of the thing; in the former the mind gmsps the function 
of the image, leaving the particular features wholly out of nc
count. The trnincd thinker in  thinking the class ••1torsc" docs 
not "choose from his slock" of mental horses. He thinks the 
concept horse, and in so doing he may nttain to a perfectly 
definile notion of the cluss without having in consciousness 
any particular horse whatsoever. The particular irnngc is of 
course present, hut such features as hight, color, etc .. ure sim
ply disreganled. Sec, on 1his point, Dewey 's "Psychology," 
pp. 204-1 3: James's "Psychology," I . ,  Chap. 1 1 ;  "I-low do 
Concepts arise from Pen::epls'I" hy J. Dewey, in Puhlic 

Sclwol Jounml for November, 1 89 1 ;  James's  address in rsy
chol. Rev. (F.N.S.J 

' •On the general question of the onlcr of words in sen
tences, sec the admirable little treatise by H. Weil. "The 
Order of Wonls in the Ancient Languages compared with 1hat 
of the Modem Languages" (Trans. by C. W. Super, Boston: 
1 R87}. 
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stood as it comcs, 1 without waiting for subsequent 
ones; so in every sentence, the sequence of words 
should be that which suggests the constituenL'i of 
the thought in the order most convenient for the 
building up that thought. Duly to enforce this 
truth, and to prepare the way for applications of 
it ,  we must briefly inquire into the mental act by 
which the meaning of a series of words is appre
hended. • �  

1 2 .  We cannot more simply do this than by 
considering the proper collocation of the substan
tive and adjective. Is it better to place the adjec
tive before the substantive, or the substantive be
fore the adjective? Ought we to say with the 
French - 1111 chew1l 11oir; or to say as we do-a 
black horse? Probably, most persons of cul ture 
would decide that one order is as good as the 
other. Al ive to the bias produced by habit. they 
would ascribe to that the preference they feel for 
our own form of expression. They would expect 
those educated in the use of the opposite form to 
have an equal preference for that .  And thus they 
would conclude that neither of these instinctive 
judgments is of any worth. There is, however, a 
phi losophical ground for deciding in favour of 
the English custom. If "a horse black" be the 
arrangement, immediately on the utterance of the 
word "horse," there arises, or tends to arise, in 
the mind, a picture answering to that word; and 
as there has been nothing to ind icate what kind of 
horse, any image of a horse suggests i tself. Very 
l ikely, however, the image wi l l  be that of  a
brown horse, brown horses being the most famil
iar. The result i s  that when the word "black" is

' ""Out 1hcre is another clement we have to lake inlo ac• 
count, and that is the rhythmical effect of S1ylc. Mr. Herbert 
Spencer in his essay very dearly stales the law of Sequence, 
but I infer that he would include ii entirely under the law of 
Economy; nt nny mle he treats of it solely in reference tn in• 
telligibility, and not at all in i t s  scarcely less important rcla• 
tion to hannony . . . .  Out Style appeals to the emot ions as well 
n.� to the intellect, and the arrJngement of words and sen• 
tenccs which will he the most economical may nnt he the

most musical ,  and the most musical may not he the most rlca
surnbly cffcct ive. For Cl imax mu.I Variety it rm1y he neccssmy 
to sacrifice something of rapid in1clligihi l i 1y: hence involu• 
tions. antitheses. and suspensions, which disturb the most 
orderly arrangement, may yet, in v i rtue nf their own subtle in
fluences, be counted as impnivements on that arnmgcmcnt."
Lcwcs's "Principles of Success in Literature." p. 1 43-
[F.N.S . (  



added, a check is given 10 the process or thought. 
Either the picture or a brown horse already pres
ent to 1hc imagin:1tion has lo he suppressed, and 
the picture or a black one summoned in i ts place; 
or else, if lhc picture of a brown horse be yet un
formed, the tendency 10 form it has to be stopped. 
Whichever is the case, a certain amount of h in• 
drance resul ts. But  if, on the other hand, "a black 
horse" be the expression used, no such mistake 
can be made. The word "black," indicating an ab
s1ract quality, arouses no definite idea. It simply 
prepares the mind for conceiving some object of 
that colour; and the auention is kept suspended 
until that object is  known. If, then, by the prece· 
dence of the adjective, the idea is conveyed with
out liability to error, whereas the precedence or 
the substantive is  apt lo produce a misconception, 
i t  follows lhat the one gives the mind less lro(!blc 
than the other, and is therefore more forciblc. 1 J 

1 3 . Possibly it wi l l  be objected that the adjec• 
t ive and substant ive come so close together, that 
practically they may he considered as uttered at 
the same moment ; and that on hearing the phmse, 
"a horse black," there is not time to imagine a 
wrongly-coloured horse before the word "black" 
fol lows lo prevent it. II must be owned that it i s  
not  easy to decide by introspection whether this 
is so or not. 1 4  But there arc fact,; col laterally im· 
plying that i t  is not. Our abi l i ty to anticipate the 
words yet unspoken is one of them. If  the ideas 
of the hearer kept considerably behind the ex• 

' 'Two [al lude� lurk in 1l1is ur!lumeni- { I , Thul the "hius 
produced by habit'" i& u factor that may be disregarded, for 
obv iously if the :.ub<itun1ive-adjec1 ivc order were lhc one ha
bituul ly employed und exp 1cd, economy would dictutc thal 
1he opposite order he avoided; (2) 1hat the particulur.; or u con• 
crcle visual image necessarily arise in the mind upon hearing 
the tcnn '"hm:se.'" The '"image" may be a sound or u moving 
li1t1c. '1'uke the following report from one of my i;tudents: 'I 
am unable to fom1 ln my mind"s eye any vi�ual likene:!S of 
lhe table whatever. Arter many trials I can only get u hUJ.y 
surface, with nothing on or uhoul it. I can sec no variety in 
color, and no posi tive limilalion� in extent , while I cannot sec 
what I sec well enough lo tletcnninc its po:tit ion in respect to 
my eye, or to endow it with any quali ty of �izc. I am in the 
. ame position as to the wort! dog. I cannot see it in my mind 's 
eye at ull ;  and so cannot tel l whether I shoultl have to run my 
eye along i t ,  if I did sec it."' -James' s "Psychology," II .• p. 
S7, note, The whole chapter should be read. rF,N,S , I 

' Sec. for a tliscussion of this point. Victor E1:ger"� 
"La Parole intericure," Chaps.. 6. 7; Jamc.�• s  '"Psychology,'" I .. , 
pp. :!l!o, :!8 1 ,  note. I F,N.S. J  

pressions of  the speaker, a s  the objection as
sumes, he could hardly foresee the end of a sen
tence by the time it was half delivered: yet this 
constantly happcns. 1 s Were the supposition true, 
the mind, instead of anticipating, would be con
tinually falling more and more in arrear. If  the 
meanings of words are not realized as fast as the 
words are uttered, then the loss of time over each 
word must entai l· such an accumulation of delays 
as to leave a hearer entirely behind. But whether 
the force of these replies be or bc, not admitted, it 
will scarcely be denied that the right fonnation of 
a picture will be faci l i tated by presenting itc; cle• 
mcnts in the order ' in which they are wanted; 1 6

even though the mind should do nothing unti l i t  
has received them al l .  

1 4. What is  here said respecting the succes
sion of the adjective and substantivc l is obviously 
appl icable, by change or terms, to the adverb and 
verb. And without further explanation, it will  be 
manifest, that in the use of prepositions and other 
particles, most languages spontaneously confonn 
with more or less completeness to this law. 

1 5 . On applying a like analysis to the larger 
divisions of a sentence, we find not only that the 
same princ iple holds good, but that the advantage 
of respecting it becomes marked. In the arrange
ment or predicate and subject, , for example, we 
arc at once shown that as the predicate deter
mines the aspect under which the subject is to 
be conceived, it should be placed first; and the 

' 'Spencer fails to sec how this facl tel ls against his the • 
ury, { 1 )  111c Frenchman, uccustomcd to the suhslantive-mljec
tivc unler, will anticipate the coming 1roir, or some other ud
jective, as soon 11s he hchrs the won! c/reval. Hence in his case 
the nascent image of a wrongly-colored horse will not tend 10 
urise. The peculiar intonation of the substantive will probably 
gtvc him a hinl us to whether lite udjective is or is not lo fol
low, (2) In the case of the Englishmnn, the wort! "black" may 
lead the hearer to anticipate some other substantive thun 
""horse"; he may expect "sheep," or "mun," or "eye,'" to follow. 
since ull these things may possess the qual ity blackness 
(F.N.S,I 

•h)n the original article as ii appeurcd in the \Ve.m11i1Wer
Review, the following words are inserted at this point: "and 
that, as in funning the imnge answering to a red flower, the 
notion of redness is one of the components that must be used 
in the cons1ruc1ion of the imuge, the mind, if put in posses
sion of this notion before the specific imuge to be fonned out 
of it is suggested, will more easily fonn it thun if lhc order be 
reversed." I F.N.S. J 
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striking effect produced by so placing it becomes 
comprehensible. Take the often-quoted contrast 
between "Great is Diana of the Ephesians," and 
"Diana of the Ephesians is great." When the first 
arrangement is used, the utterance of the word 
"great" arouses those vague associations of an 
impressive nature with which it has been habitu
ally connected; the imagination is prepared to 
clothe with high attributes whatever follows; and 
when the words, "Diana of the Ephesians," are 
heard, all the appropriate imagery which can, on 
the instant, be summoned, is used in the forma
tion of the picture: the mind being thus led di
rectly, and without error, to the intended impres
sion. When, on the contrary, the reverse order is 
followed, the idea, "Diana of the Ephesians," is 
conceived with no special reference to greatness; 
and when the words "is great" arc added, the 
conception had to be remodelled: whence arises a 
loss of mental energy and a corresponding 
diminution of effect. The following verse from 
Coleridge's "Ancient Mariner," though some
what irregular in structure, well illustrates the 
same truth: 

Alone, alone, all. alt alone, 
Alone m1 a wide, wide sea! 
And never a saint took pity on 
My soul in agony. 

16. Of course the principle equally applies
when the predicate is a verb or a participle. And 
as effect is gained by placing first all words indi
cating the quality, conduct or condition of the 
subject, it follows that the copula also should 
have precedence. It is true that the general habit 
of our language resists this arrangement of predi
cate, copula and subject; but we may readily find 
instances of the additional force gained by con
forming to it. Thus, in the line from "Julius 
Cresar"-

Then b11w his mighty heart, 

priority is given to a word embodying both predi
cate and copula. In a passage contained in "The 
Battle of Flodden Field," the like order is system
atically employed with great effect: 

The Border slogan rent the sky! 
A Home! a Gordon! was the cry; 
Loud were the clanging blows: 
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Adva11ced-Jorced back-1ww /oiv, IWII' high, 
The pennon sunk and rose; 

As be111ls the bark's mast in the gale 
When rent are rigging, shrouds and sail, 

It wavered 'mid the foes. 

17. Pursuing the principle yet further, it is ob·
vious that for producing the greatest effect, not 
only should the main divisions of a sentence ob· 
serve this sequence, but the subdivisions of these 
should be similarly arranged. In nearly all cases, 
the predicate is accompanied by some limit or 
qualification, called its complement. Commonly, 
also, the circumstances of the subject, which 
fonn its complement, have lo be specified. And 
as these qualifications and circumstances must 
determine the mode in which the acts and things 
they belong to arc conceived, precedence should 
be given to them. Lord Kaimes'7 notices the fact 
that this order is pref crab le; though without giv
ing the reason. He says:- "When a circumstance 
is placed at the beginning of the period, or near 
the beginning, the transition from it to the princi
pal subject is agreeable: it is like ascending or 
going upward," A sentence arranged in illustra
tion of this will be desirable. Herc is one: -
"Whatever it may be in theory, it is clear that in 
practice the French idea of liberty is-the right 
of every man to be master of the rest." 

18. In this case, were the first two clauses, up
to the word "practice" inclusive; which qualify 
the subject, to be placed at the end instead of the 
beginning, much of the force would be lost; as 
thus:-"The French idea of liberty is-the right 
of every man to be master of the rest; in practice 
at least, if not in theory." 

19. Similarly with respect 10 the conditions
under which any fact is predicated. Observe in 
the following example the effect of putting them 
last:- "How immense would be the stimulus to 
progress, were the honour now given to wealth 
and title given exclusively to high achievements 
and intrinsic worth!" 

20. And then observe the superior effect of
putting them lirst:-"Were the honour now 
given to wealth and title given exclusively lo 
high achievements and intrinsic worth, how im• 
mense would be the stimulus to progress!" 

•l"Elcmcnts or Criticism," Chup, 1 !I, § 2. IF N.S. I



2 1 .  Tite effect of giving priority to the com
plement of the predicate. as well as the predicate 
itself, is finely displayed in the opening of "Hy
perion": 

/Jet!/> in th,• sluuly .w11/11e.u of" l'ale 
Far .nmke11 from tlw healthv breath of mom, 
Far Jmm the fiery "'""' a11tl e11e ',\' one swr 
Sat gmy•haircu S:uum, quiet as a \lone. 

Herc it wi l l  be observed, not only that the predi
cate "sat" precedes the subject "Saturn.'' and that 
the three l ine:-. in  i tal ics, constituting the comple
ment of the predicate, come before it; but that in 
the s tructure of that complement also. the same 
order is  fol lowed:  each l ine being so arranged 
that the qual ifyi ng words are placed before the 
words suggesting concrete images. 

22. The right succession of the principal and
subordinale proposit ions in a sentence manifestly 
depends on the same law. Regard for economy of 
the recipient ' s  attention, which, a.o; we find, deter
mines the best order for the subject, copula, pred
icate and their complemenLo;, dictates that the 
subordinate proposition shall precede the prin
ciple one when the sentence includes two. Con
tain ing. as the subordinate proposi t ion does, 
some qual ifying or explanatory idea, its priority 
prevents misconception of the principal  one; and 
therefore saves the mental eff9rt needed to cor
rect such misconception. This wil l  be seen in the 
annexed example: • !! "The secrecy once main
tained in respect to the parl iamentary debates, is 
sti l l  thought needful in  diplomacy; and in virtue 
of this secret d ip lomacy, England may any day 
be unawares betrayed by its ministers into a war 
costing a hundred thousand l i ves, and hundreds 
of mi l l ions of treasure: yet the English pique 
themselves on being a self-governed people." 
The two subordinate proposit ions, ending with 
the semicolon and colon respectively, almost 
whol ly determine the meaning of the pri ncipal 
proposition with which it concludes; and the ef
fect would be lost were they placed last instead 
of first. 

' "Tin: fol lowing is 1 111: ci1umple givt:n in 1hc 1Ve.1·tmi11swr 
He1•iew: "Those who weekly go 10 church. und then: have 
doled nut to them a quantum of bcl tef which they have not 
energy tu work out for 1hemsclvcs, are simply spiritual pau
per.;." (F.N S.] 

23 .  The general principle of right arrangement 
in  sentences, which we have traced in i ts applica
t ion to the leading divisions of them, equal ly de
tennines the proper order of their minor divi
sions. In every sentence of any complexity the 
complement to the subject contains several 
c lauses, and that to the predicates several othe,rs; 
and these may be arranged in greater or less con
formity to the law of easy apprehension. Of 
course with these, as with the larger members, 
the succession should be from the less specific to 
the more specific - from the abstract to the con
crete. 

24. Now, however, we must notice a further
condition to be fulfi l led in the proper construc
tion of a sentence; but stil l a condition dictated 
by the same general principle with the other: the 
condi tion, namely, that the words and expres
sions most nearly related in thought shal l be 
brought the closest togelher. Evidently the single 
words, the minor clauses, and the leading divi
sions of every proposition, severally qualify each 
other. The longer the time that elapses between 
the mention of any qual ifying member and lhe 
member qualified; the longer must the mind be 
exerted in carrying forward the qual ifying mem• 
ber ready for use . And the more numerous lhe 
qualifications to be simultaneously remembered 
and rightly applied, the greater will be the mental 
power expended, and lhe smaller the effect pro
duced. Hence, other things equal , force will be 
gained by so arranging the members of a sen
tence that these suspensions shall at any moment 
be the fewest in number; and shall also be of the 
shortest duration. The following is an instance of 
defective combination: - "A modern newspaper• 
statement, though probably true, would be 
laughed at if quoted in a book as testimony; but 
the letter of a court gossip is lhoughl good histor
ical evidence, i f  written some centuries ago," A 
rearrangement of this, in accordance with the 
principle indicated above, will be found to in
crease the effect. Thus: - "Though probably 
true, a modem newspaper-statement quoted in a 
book as testimony, would be laughed at; but the 
letter of a court gossip, if written some cenluries 
ago, is thought good historical evidence.'' 

25. By making this change, some of the sus
pensions arc avoided and others shortened; while 
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there is less liabi lity to produce premature con
ceptions. The passage quoted below from "Par
adise Lost" affords a fine instance of a sentence 
well arranged; al ike in the priority of the subordi
nate members ,  in the avoidance of long and nu
merous suspensions, and in the correspondence 
between lhe order of' the clauses and the se
quence of the phenomena described, which, by 
lhe way, is a further prerequisite to easy compre
hension, and therefore to effect. 

As when a prowl ing wolf, 
Whom hunger drives to seek new haunt for prey, 
Watching where shepherds pen their nocks al eve, 
In hurdled cotes amid the field secure, 
Leaps o'er the fence with case into the fold: 
Or as a thief, bent to unhoard the cash 
Of some rich burgher, whose substantial doors, 
Cross-barr'd, and bolted fast, fear no assau lt, 
In al the window climbs, or o'er the tiles; 
So clomb this first grand thief into God's  fold; 
So since into his church lewd hirel ings climb. "' 

26. The habitual use of sentences in which all
or most of the descriptive and l imiting clements 
precede those described and l imi ted, gives rise to 
what is cal led the inverted style: a title which is, 
however, by no means confined to this structure, 
but is often used where the order of the words is 
simply unusual . A more appropriate title would 
be the direct style, as contrasted with the other, or 
indirect style: the pecul iari ty of the one being, 
that i t  conveys each thought into the mind step 
by step wilh l i ttle l iabil ity to error; and of the 
other, that it gets the right thought conceived by a 
series of approximations. 

27. The superiority of the direct over the indi
rect form of sentence, implied by the several con
clus ions that have been drawn, musl not, how
ever, be affirmed without reservation. Though, 
up to a certain point, it is wel l for the qual ifying 
clauses of a period to precede those qual ified: 
yet, as carrying forward each qual i fying c lause 
costs some mental effort, it follows that when the 
number of them and the time they are carried be
come great, we reach a l imit beyond which more 
is lost than is gained. Other things equal, the 
arrangement should be such that no concrete 
image shall be suggested until the materials out 

• •Bk. IV., l i nes t !!J-93. (F,N,S , J 
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of which it is to be made have been presented. 
And yet, as lately pointed out, other things equal, 
the fewer the materials to be held at once, and the 
shorter the distance they have to be borne, the 
better. Hence in some cases it becomes a ques
tion whether most mental effort will be entailed 
by the many and long suspensions, or by the cor
rection of successive misconceptions. 

28. This question may sometimes be decided
by cons idering the capacity of the persons ad
dressed. A greater grasp of mind is required for 
the ready comprehension of thoughts expressed 
in the direct manner, where the sentences arc 
anywise intricate. To recollect a number of pre
liminaries stated in elucidation of a coming idea, 
and to apply them all to the fonnation of i t  when 
suggested, demands a good memory and consid
erable power of concentration. To one possessing 
these, the direct method wil l most ly seem lhc 
best; while to one deficient in  them it will seem 
the worst. Just as i t  may cost a strong man less 
effort lo carry a hundred-weight from place to 
place al once, than by a stone at a time; so, to an 
active mind i t  may be easier to bear along all the 
qual ifications of an idea and at once rightly form 
i t  when named, than to first imperfectly conceive 
such idea and then carry back lo it . one by one, 
the detai ls and l imitations a fterwards mentioned. 
Whi le conversely, as for a boy, the only possible 
mode of transferring a hundred-weight, is that of 
taking it in portions; so, for a weak mind, the 
only possible mode of fonning a compound con
ception may be that of building i t  up by carrying 
separately its several parts. 

29. That the indirect method- the method of
conveying the meaning by a serie:- of approxi
mations - is best fitted for the uncultivated, may 
indeed be inferred from their habitual use of it. 
The form of expression adopted by the savage. 
as in - "Watcr, give me," is the s implest type of 
the approximate arrangement. In pleonasms, 
which arc comparatively prevalent among the 
uneducated, the same essential structure is  seen; 
as, for instance, in- "The men, they were 
there." Again ,  the old possessi ve case -"The 
king, his crown," conforms lo the l ike order of 
thought. Moreover. the fact that the indi rect 
mode is called the natural one, implies that i t  is 
the one spontaneously employed by the common 



people :  that is - the one easiest for undisci• 
pl ined minds . . . .

iv. The Pri11cip/e of Eco11omy
Applied to Figr,res

33 . Turning now to consider figures of speech, 
we may equal ly d iscern the same general law of 
e ffect. �" Underlying all the rules given for the 
choice and right use of them, we shall find the 
same fundamental requirement - economy of at
tention. It is indeed chielly because they so well 
sub-serve th ii, requ i rement, that figures of speech 
arc employed.  To bring the mind more easi ly to 
the desired conception, is in many cases solely, 
and in al l cases main ly, their object. 

34. Lcl us begin with the figures cal led Synec
doche. The advantage somt!times gained by 
putting a part for the whole, is due to the more 
convenient, or more accurate, presentation of the 
idea. I f, instead of saying "a lleet of ten ships," 
we say "a lleet of ten sail," the picture of a group 
of vessels al sea is  more readily suggested; and is 
so because the sai ls  constitute the most conspicu
ous parts of vessels so circumstanced: whereas 
the word ships would very l ikely remind us of 
vessels in  dock. Again, to say, "All hands to the 
pumps," is beuer than to say, "Al l  men to the 
pumps," as it suggests the men in the special alti
tude intended, and so saves effort. Bringing 
"gray hairs with sorrow to the grave," is another 
expression, the effect of which has the same 
cause. 

35. The occasional increase of force produced
by Metonymy may be similarly accounted for. 
"The low moral i ty of the bar," is a phrase both 
more brief and signi ficant than the l i teral one i t  
stands for. A belief in the ul t imate supremacy of 
inte l l igence over brute force, is conveyed in a 
more concrete , and therefore more real izable 
form, if  we substitute the pen and the sword for 
the two abstract terms. To say, "Beware of drink• 
ing !" is less effective than to say, "Beware of the 

•non the gcncml subject of figures. sec Max Milller' s 
essay in For111it1llllt, Vol . 46, p 6 1 7, on �Metnphor as a 
Mude uf Abstrnctiun"; Earle·� .. English Prose." pp. 234-53: 
Gummcre•� "roetics," pp. 83- 1 32; Mot/cm umg,wge Nme,f, 
Vol . t , p. 140, "The Classificnlion of Rhelorical Figures," by 
C B. Bradleyi {F.N .S . I 

bottle!" and is so, clearly because it calls up a 
less speci fic image. 

36. The Simile is in  many cases used chiefly
with a view to ornament, but whenever it ins 
creases the force of a passage, it does so by being 
an economy. Here in an instance: ''The illusion 
that great men and great events 'came oftener in 
early times than now, is partly due to historical 
perspective. As in a range of equidistant 
columns, the furthest off look the c losest; so, the 
conspicuous objects of the past seem more 
thickly clustered the more remote they are." 

37. To construct by a process of l iteral expla•
nation, the thought thus conveyed would take 
many sentences, and the first elements of the pic
ture would become faint while • the imagination 
was busy in adding the others. But by the help of 
a comparison all effort is saved; the picture is  in• 
stantly real ized, and i ts full effect produced. 

38. Of the position of the Simi le,2 1  it needs
only to remark, that what has been said respect
ing the order of the adjective and substantive, 
predicate and subject, principal and subordinate 
propositions, &c., is applicable here. As what
ever qualifies should precede whatever is quali• 
lied, force will general ly be gained by placing the 
simile before the object to which it is appl ied . 
That this arrangement is the best, may be seen in 
the following passage from the "Lady of the 
Lake": 

As wreath of snow, on mountain breast; 
S lides from the rock that gave it rest, 
Poor Ellen gl ided from her stay, 
And at the monarch's feet she lay."' 

Inverting these couplets wi ll be found to diminish 
the effect considerably. There are cases, however, 

" Properly the lenn "simile" is applicable only to lhe en 
tire figure, inclusive of the two things compared and the com, 
parison drnwn belwcen lhem. Bui llS lhere exists no nume for 
the i llustrative member of the figure, there seems no ullernn• 
1ive but 10 employ ".�imih:" 1u express this also. This conlext 
wi l l  in ench case show in  whicli sense the word is uscd.-
H. S .  

"But cumpnre 1he arrangement in the following from 
"Othello": 

Of one whose subdued eye�. 
A lbeit unuM!d IO 1he melting moud 
Drop 1cars us fast us the Arnbiun trees 
Their medicinal gum. 
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even where lhe simile is a simple one, in which ii 
may wilh advanlage be placed last. as in these 
lines from Alexander Smith's "Life Drama": 

I sec the future stretch 
All dark and barren as a rainy sea. 

The reason for this seems lo be, that so abstmcl an 
idea as that auaching to the word "future," docs 
not present itself to the mind in any definite form. 
and hence the subsequent arrival al the simile en
tails no reconstruction of the thought 

39. Such, however. arc not the only cases in
which this order is the most forcible. As the ad
vantage of putting the simile before the object 
depends on its being carried forward in the mind 
to assist in forming an image of the object. it 
must happen that if, from length or complexity, it 
cannot be so canied forward, the advantage is 
not gained. The annexed sonnet, by Coleridge, is 
defective from this cause: 

As when a child. on some long winter's night. 
Affrightcd, clinging lo its grandam's knees, 
With cager wond'ring and pcrturh'd delight 
Listens strange talcs or foarful dark decrees, 
Mu11cr'd lo wretch by necromantic spell: 
Or of those hags who at the witching time 
Of murky midnight, ride the air sublime, 
And mingle foul embrace with fiends of hell: 
Cold horror drinks its blood! Anon the tear 
More gentle starts, to hear the beldame tell 
or preuy bahcs, that lov · d each other dear. 
Murder'd by cruel uncle's mandate fell: 
Ev'n such the shiv"ringjoy.� thy tones impart, 
Ev'n so, thou, Siddons, meltcst my sad heart. 

40. Here, from the lapse of time and accumu
lation of circum.�tanccs, the first part of the com
parison is forgotten before its application is 
reached, and requires re-reading. Had the main 
idea been first mentioned, less effort would have 
been required to retain it, and to modify the con
ception of it into harmony with the comparison, 
than to remember the comparison, and refer back 
to its successive f eaturcs for help in forming the 
final image. 

41. The superiority of the Metaphor to the
Simile is ascribed by Dr. Whately'� to the fact 
that "all men arc more gratified at catching the 

,��Rhc1oric.'" Pt. Ill .. Chap. 1, § 3. (P.N.S.J 
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resemblance for themselves, than in having it 
pointed out to them." But after what has been 
said, the great economy it achieves will seem the 
more probable cause. Lear's exclamation-

Ingratitude! thou marble-hearted fiend, 

would lose part of iLo; effect were it changed 
into-

lngra1i1ude! thou fiend with heart like marble; 

and the loss would result partly from the position 
of the simile and partly from the extra number of 
words required. When the comparison is an in· 
volved one, the greater force of the metaphor, 
consequent on its greater brevity. becomes much 
more conspicuous. If. drawing an analogy be
tween mental and physical phenomena, we say, 
"As, in passing through the crystal, beams of 
white light arc decomposed into the colours of 
the rainbow; so, in traversing the soul of the poet, 
the colourless rays of truth arc transformed into 
brightly tinted poetry"; it is clear that in receiving 
the double set of words expressing the two halves 
of the comparison, and in carrying the one half lo 
the other, considerable attention is absorbed. 
Most of this is saved, however, by putting the 
comparison in a metaphorical fonn, thus: "The 
white light of truth, in traversing the many sided 
transparent soul of the poet, is refracted into iris
hued poetry." 

42. How much is conveyed in a few words by
the help of the Metaphor, and how vivid the ef
fect consc4ucntly produced, may be abundantly 
exemplified. From "A Life Drama" may be 
quoted the phrase.-

I speur'd him with a jest, 

as a fine instance among the many which that 
poem contains. A passage in the "Prometheus 
Unbound," of Shelley, displays the power of the 
metaphor to great advantage: 

Methought among the lawns together 
We wandered, undemcalh the young gray dawn. 
And multi1udcs of dcn�e white fleecy clouds 
Were wandering, in thick !locks along the mountains 
Shepherded by the slow unwilling wind. 

This last expression is remarkable for the dis
tinctness with which ii realizes the features of the 



scene: bringing the mind, as it were, by a bound 
to the desired conception. 

43. But a limit is put to the advantageous use
of the Metaphor, by the condition that it must be 
sufficiently simple to be understood from a hint. 
Evidently, if  there be any obscurity in the mean
ing or appl ication of it ,  no economy of attention 
will be gained;  but rather the reverse. Hence, 
when the comparison is complex, it is usual to 
have recourse to the Simi le. There is, however, a 
species of figure, sometimes classed under Alle
gory, but which might, perhaps, be beuer called 
Compound Metaphor, that enables us to retain 
the brevity of the metaphorical form even where 
the analogy is i ntricate. This is done by indicat
ing the application of the figure at the outset, and 
then leaving the mind to cont inue the paral lel.2-1 
Emerson has employed it with great effect in the 
first of his "Lectures on the Times": - "The main 
interest which any aspect<; of the Times can have 
for us, is the great spirit which gazes through 
them, the l ight which they can shed on the won
derful questions, What are we, and Whither we 
tend? We do not wish to be deceived. Here we 
drift, l ike white sail across the wi ld ocean. now 
bright on the wave, now darkling in the trough of 
the sea; but from what port did we sai l? Who 
knows? Or to what port are we bound? Who 
knows? There is no one to tel l  us but such poor 
weather-tossed mariners as ourselves, whom we 
speak as we pass, or who have hoisted some sig
nal, or floated to us some letter in a bottle from 
far. But what know they more than we? They 
a lso found themselves on this wondrous sea. No; 
from the older sai lors nothing. Over all their 
speaking trumpets the gray sea and the loud 
winds answer, Not in us; not in Time." . . .  

vi. The Effect of Poetry Explai11ed

52 . . . .  Poetry, we shall find, habitually adopts 
those symbols of thought, and those methods of 
using them, which instinct and analysis agree in 
choosing as most effective, and becomes poetry 

>◄Not uncommon in Shakespeare, us, for example, the fol•
lowing from "Hamlet," IV., 2 :-"But such officers do the 
ldng best service in the end : he keeps them, as an ape doth 
nuts., in the corner or his jaw; first mouth• d to be lust swal• 
lowed ." [F.N.S I 

by v irtue of doing this. On turning back to the 
various specimens that have been quoted, it will 
be seen that the direct or inverted form of sen
tence predominates in them; and that to a degree 
quite inadmissible in prose. And not only in the 
frequency, but in what is tenned the violence of 
the inversions, will this distinction be remarked. 
In the abundant use of figures, again,  we may 
recognize the same truth. Metaphors, simi les, hy
perboles, and personifications, are the poet's 
colours ,  which he has liberty to employ almost 
without l imit. We characterize as "poetical" the 
prose which uses these appl iances of language 
with any frequency, and condemn it as "over 
norid" or "affected" long before they occur with 
the profusion allowed in verse. Further, let it be 
remarked that in  brevity - the other requisite of 
forcible expression which theory points out, and 
emotion spontaneously fulfils-poetical phrase• 
ology simi larly differs from ordinary phmseol• 
ogy.  Imperfect periods arc frequent; elisions are 
perpetual ; and many of the minor words, which 
would be deemed essential in prose, are dis
pensed wi th. 

53. Thus poetry, regarded as a vehicle of
thought, is especially impressive partly because it 
obeys al l the laws of effective speech, and partly 
because in so doing it imilates the natural utter
ances of excitement. While the matter embodied 
is  ideal ized emotion, the vehicle is the idealized 
language of emotion. As the musical composer 
catches the cadences in which our feelings of joy 
and sympathy, grief and despair, vent them
selves, and out of these germs evolves melodies 
suggesting higher phases of these feelings;25 so, 
the poet develops from the typical expressions in 
which men utter passion and sentiment, those 
choice fonns of verbal combination in which 
concentrated pass ion and sentiment may be fitly 
presented. 

54. There is one peculiarity of poetry conduc
ing much to i ts effect- the peculiarity which is 

''For Spencer's views on the relation or music to speech• 
tunes, see his essay on the '"Origin and Function or Music" in 
"Essays, Scientific, Political, and Speculative"; his recent 
paper on the '"Origin of Music" in Mind for October, 1890; 
the discussion by R. Wallaschek and J. McK. Callell in Mi11d

for July, 1 89 1 ;  and Chap. 2 1  of Gumey's  "Power or Sound ." 
f F.N.S. J  
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indeed usually thought i ts cl1arac1eristic one 
stil l  remaining 10 be considered: we mean its 
rhythmical structure. This, improbable though i t  
seems, wi l l  be found to come under the same 
general ization with the others .  Like each of them, 
it is an idealization of the natural language of 
strong emotion, which is known to be more or 
less metrical if  the emotion be not too v iolent ;  
and l ike each of them i t  is an economy of the 
reader' s or hearer' s attention. In the pecul iar tone 
and manner we adopt in uttering versi fied lan
guage, may be d iscerned i ts relationship to the 
feelings; and the pleasure which its measured 
movement gives us, is ascribable to the compara
tive case with which words metrical ly arranged 
can be recognized. 

55. This last posit ion wi l l  scarcely be at once
admitted; but a l ittle explanation will show i ls rea
sonableness. For if, as we have seen, there is an 
expenditure of mental energy in the mere act of 
listening to verbal articulations, or in that silent 
repetition of them which goes on in reading'r, _ 
if the percept ive faculties must be in active exer

cise to identi fy every syllable- then, any mode 
of so combining words as to present a regular re
currence of certain traits which the mind can an
ticipate, will diminish that strain upon the atten
tion required by the total irregularity of prose .� ' 
Just as the body, in recei ving a series of vary i ng 
concuss ions, must keep the muscles ready to 
meet the most violent or them, as not knowing 
when such may come; so, the mind in receiving 
unarrangcd articulations, must keep its pcrccp
tivcs active enough to recognize the least easily 
caught sounds. And as, if  the concussions recur 

'"There has been much discussion over thi s  pnint. Sec 
Bain, "Senses and lntcllei:t.'" pp. 345, 353; Stricker. "Stud icn 
Uher die Sprachvorstcllungen"; Rcl'lw l'l1ilo.m11lrfr111c, Vol. 
16, p. 405; Yul . 1 8, p. 685 ;  and Vol . 19, p. 1 1 8. [F.N.S . ]  

"Good prose i s  fa r  from being tol.illy irregular. I t  has a 
large rhythm peculiar 10 i tsel f  which is dirticul1 In define. hut 
even with an untrained car, easy lo perceive. TI1e day-laborer 
making his way 1hmugh a newspaper aniclc wil l  often com• 
plain that "the writing doesn't  run smooth." l·lc means t hat 
the prose-rhythm is defective, Consult on this point, Sai nls
bury 's "Specimens of English rmsc Style:· lnuuduc1i1111; 
Stevenson ' s  essay on "Style in Literature," Ca111em11amry 

Review, Vol . 47, p. 548; Eilis's "On the rhysical Constituents 
of Accent and Emphasis" in Trnnsactinns of the Engl ish 
Philological Snciely for 1 873-4, pp. 1 1 3-64. WN.S . J  
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in a definite order, the body may husband i ts 
forces by adjusting the resistance needful for 
each concussion; so, i f  the syl lables be rhythmi
cal ly arranged, the mind may economize i ts ener
gies by anticipating the attention required for 
each syl l abic. 

56. Far-fetched though this idea wi l l perhaps
be thought, a l ittle introspection wi l l  countenance 
it. Thal we do lake advantage of metrical lan
guage to adjust our percepti ve facul ties to the 
force of the expected articu lat ions, is  c lear from 
the fact lhal we arc balked by halting versifica
tion. Much as at the bottom of a flight of sta irs, a 
step more or less than wc counlcd upon gives us 
a shock; so, too, docs a misplaced accent or a su
pernumerary syl l able. In the one case, we know 
that there is  an erroneous prcadjustment; and we 
can scarcely doubt that there is  one in the other. 
But if we habi tual ly preadjust our perceptions to 
the measured movement of verse, the physical 
analogy above given renders i t  probable that by 
so doing we economize attention; and hence thal 
metrical language is more effect ive than prose, 
because it enables us to do this .�11 

57.  Were there space, it might be worth whi le 
to inquire whether the pleasure we lake in rhyme, 
and also that which we take in euphony, arc not 
partly ascribable to the same general cause. 

••"Wlml the rhythm nf the <l:mcc i� In our muscul:ir ener
gies, the rhythm of poetry anti music 1s Ill the c:ir. Its mnin 
cnnsl ituent as a pleasure is the regularity of its occurrence 
and the consequent possibili ty of relaxing our attention to the 
accentuation nr the nrrangcmenl of clmr<ls. While syl lables ir• 
regularly thmwn together requ ire a ccrl:lin amount of jump
ing from point lo point in 1he audi tory pcrcep1 ion, sylli1blcs 
pl:,ccd in a regular order of shnn and long al low us to with, 
draw the allentiun from their a"ent nn<l to expect II conlinu• 
ancc of the same lmnnnnious and easi ly followed succession. 
M:my famil iar fac1s concur to just i fy this cxpl nnmiun. In al• 
tcmp1 ing for the lirsl l ime Ill read n perfectly new metre. ii is 
sometimes a few minutes hefore ire fall illlo the sll'ill}/ of ii. 
;is we phrase ii; that is, hcforc our auditory apparatus accom
modates itself to the new mode nf rccurrcncc,"- Grant 
Allen, "l'hysiolngic:il &sthctics," p. 1 1 5. 

"The members or c l;iuscs and t he periods themsel ves 
shoul<l he neither tnrnc:11ed nor ton long. If they ore too shor1, 
they often make a hearer sturnhle; for i f, while he is hurrying 
nn to the completion of the measure or rhythm. of which he 
has a defi nite not ion i n  h is  min<l. he is sud<lcnly rul lcd up hy 
a pause on the p:in of the speaker, t here wil l  necessari ly fol
lmv a sun of stumble in cnnscqucm:c of the snd<lcn check." -
Arisiot le. "Rhetoric," I l l .  9, Wcl ldnn's Trnns. ( F.N .S. j 



PART II 
CAUSES OF FORCE IN LANGUAGE 

WHICH DEPEND UPON ECONOMY 

OF THE MENTAL SENSIBILITIES 

iv. The Ideal Writer

67. This species of composition which the law of
effect poinl� out as the perfect one, is the one
which high genius lends naturally to produce. As
we found that the kinds of senlences which are
theoretically best, arc those generally employed
by superior minds, and by inferior minds when
excitement has raised them; so, we shall find that
the ideal form for a poem, essay, or fiction, is that
which the ideal writer would evolve sponta•
ncously. One in whom the powers of expression
fully responded to the state of lceling, would un•
consciously use that variety in the mode of pre•
scnting his thoughts, which Art demands. This
constant employment of one species of phraseol
ogy, which all have now to strive against, implies
an undeveloped faculty of language. To have a
specilic style is to be poor in speech. If we re
member that, in the far past, men had only nouns
,ind verbs to convey their ideas with, and that
from then to now the growth has been towards a
greater number of implements of thought, and
consequently towards a greater complexity and
variety in their combinations; we may infer that
we arc now, in our use of sentences, much what
the primitive man was in his use of words; and
that a continuance of the process that has hitherto
gone on, must produce increasing heterogeneity
in our modes of expression. As now, in a line na•
ture, the play of the features, the tones of the
voice and its cadences, vary in harmony with
every thought uttered; so, in one possessed of a
fully.developed power of speech, the mould in
which each combination of words is cast will
similarly vary with, and be appropriate to the
sentiment.

68. That a perfectly-endowed man musl un
consciously write in all styles, we may infer from 

considering how styles originate. Why is Johnson 
pompous, Goldsmith simple? Why is one author 
abrupt, another rhythmical, another l':onc�s.e? Evi-
dently in each case the habitual mode of uller
ance must depend upon the habituaf 'balance of 
the nature. The predominant feelings have by use 
trained the intellect to represent them. But while 
long, though unconscious, discipline has made it 
do this efficiently, it remains from lack Qf prac-. , 
lice, incapable of doing the same for. the less _ac•
tive feelings; and when these are excited, the 
usual verbal forms undergo but slight,.modifica-
tions. Let the powers of speech be fully devel
oped, however-let the ability of the intellect to. 
utter the emotions be complete; and this fixity of 
style will disappear. The perfect writer will ex-
press himself as Junius, when in the Junius frame 
of mind; when he feels as Lamb felt, will use a 
like familiar speech; and will fall into th� �ugged� 
ness of Carlyle when in a Carlylean mood. Now 
he will be rhythmical and now irregular; here his 
language will be plain and there ornale; some
Limes his sentences will be balanced and at other 
times unsymmetrical; for a while there will be 
considerable sameness, and then again great vari� 
ety. His mode of expression naturally responding 
to his state of feeling, there will flow from his 
pen a composition changing to the same degree 
that the aspects of his subject change. He will 
thus without effort confonn to what we have seen 
to be the laws of effect. And while his work pre• 
sents to the reader that variety needful to prevent 
continuous exertion of the same faculties, it will 
also answer to the description of all highly•orga• 
nized producls, both of man and of nature: it will 
be not a series of like parts simply placed in jux
taposition, but one whole made up of unlike parts 
that are mutually dependent.'-9 

"'Thi� is the fundarncntal principle with which, in the 
opininn of the ed'itor, Mr, Spencer would huvc done well to 
open his e�say. He would thus have brought his vurious ex- ,I; l 
ceplion�. opposing rules. suprlementary principles, 11nd so� , 
fonh. under one univcr�al an-pervading law.1 !F.N.S,I 
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